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Ahsmrc~t: We present a complete description of all fiber product preserving bundle functc’rs on the category of 
tibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and fiber preservin g maps with local diffeomorphisms as base 
maps. This result is based on several general properties of such functors, which are dec.uced in the tirst two 
part\ of the paper. 
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About 1986, Eck [ I], Kainz and Michor [3], and Luciano [6], presented a complete description 
of‘ all product preserving bundle functors on the category Mf of all manifolds and all smooth 
maps in terms of Weil bundles [ 111, see also [9]. Recently, the second author has classified all 
product preserving bundle functors on the category FM of all fibered manifolds and all fiber 
preserving maps in terms of homomorphisms of Weil algebras ([8]). In the present paper, we 
deduce a complete description of all fiber product preserving bundle functors on the category 
FM,,, , whose objects are tibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and morphisms are FM- 
morphisms with local diffeomorphisms as base maps. Our main result is that all such functors 
ol‘order I’ are in bijection with triples (A, H, t), where A is a Weil algebra of order I*, H is a 
group homomorphism from the rth jet group C;:,, into the group Aut(A) of all automorphisms 
of A and t is a GF,,- invariant algebra homomorphism from the algebra ?I;,, = J~(Pg”, E4) of all 
r-jets of Pg”’ into Iw with source 0 E Iw’” into A. 
In the course of our research, we realized that an important role is played by the bundle 
functors on the product category Mf,, x Mf, where Mf,,, is the category of all nz-dimensional 
manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms. The best known example of such a functor is the 
functor J’ of #r-jets of smooth maps. That is why the first part of the present paper is devoted 
to a rather complete description of all basic properties of the bundle functors on Mf,,, x Mf. 
I ‘rider a moderate assumption on the order we deduce that every bundle functor on Mf,,, x Mf 
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is of the form (G, H), where G is a bundle functor on Mf and H is a group homomorphism of 
GL into the group of all natural equivalences of G into itself. 
The second part starts with the fact that the canonical injection i : Mf, x Mf -+ FM, induces 
a bundle functor F o i = (G F, H F, on Mf, x Mf from a bundle functor F on FM,. However, 
the example in Section 7 presents two different jet functors J; and Ji on FM, satisfying J; oi = 
Jr = J; oi. A general point of view to the difference between J; and Ji is the leading idea for the 
rest of the second part. First we deduce that F induces a submanifold 0; c (G F, H F, (44, M) 
for every m-dimensional manifold and that 0; is an invariant system. Conversely, given G 
and H as above, every system of invariant submanifolds D,z~ c (G, H)(M, M) determines 
a bundle functor D(G, H) on FM,. Then we construct a natural transformation FS : F + 
DF (GF, HF). If F has the so-called point property, we introduce a natural transformation 
tF : J’ -+ (GF, HF) and clarify th a tF determines DF in a simple way. t 
In the third part, we first deduce that every fiber product preserving bundle functor F on 
FM, has finite order. Then we prove that in this case F6 is a natural equivalence. This implies 
immediately the above mentioned main result. Next we characterize the natural transformations 
of the functors in question. Finally we discuss the vertical modification of a bundle functor on 
Mf, x Mf from our point of view. 
For the basic facts about bundle functors, jet functors and Weil bundles we refer the reader 
to [5]. All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely differentiable. 
I. Bundle functors on Mf, x Mf 
1. Consider a bundle functor F on Mf, x Mf. The classical example is the r-jet functor J’, which 
transforms every pair of manifolds M, N into a fibered manifold J’(M, N) over M x N and 
every pair of a local diffeomorphism g : M -+ A4 and a map f : N -+ N into the induced map -- 
J’(g, f) : J’(M, N) -+ J’(M, N) [5]. Another important example are the semi-holonomic 
and nonholonomic r-jets by Ehresmann [2]. In general, F(M, N) is a fibered manifold over 
M x N, so that we have two projections a : F(M, N) + M and b : F(M, N) + N. We shall -- 
write F(g, f) : FM, N) + FM, N), &CM, N), F,(M, WY, x E M, Y E N, F,(g, f> : -- 
F,(M, N) -+ F,(,)(M, N), F,(g, fjy : &CM, NY -+ Fg(x)(M, N)f(Y) similarly to the jet 
case. The localization property of bundle functors has the following form: if U c M and V c N 
are open subsets, then F(U, V) is the restriction of F(M, N) over lJ x V c M x N. Analogously 
to [5, p. 1871, one finds that F is regular, i.e., F transforms every smoothly parametrized family 
of morphisms into a smoothly parametrized family. 
Definition. The associated bundle jiinctor G F on Mf is defined by GF(N) = Fo(R”, N), 
GF(f) = FO(idnm, f) : GFN + GFz. 
Example. For J’, the associated bundle functor is the functor T; of (m, r)-velocities. 
2. Definition. We say that a bundle functor F on Mf, x Mf has order r in theJirstfactor, if 
for every g, g : M + %f and f : N + 8, j:g = j:g implies F,(g, f) = F,(g, f), x E M. 
Clearly, if F has order r in the standard sense, i.e., j:,,(g, f) = j:,,<g, 7) implies 
F,(g, f)y = F,(g, T),, then F has order Y in the first factor. 
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For X E Gi,, X = j6q and every manifold N, we set 
HF(X), = Fo(cp, id,,,) : GFN + GFN. 
This is an FM-morphism over idN, for F(cp, id”) is over (q, id,v). 
(I) 
Proposition. H F (X) is a natural equivalence GF + G” for rvery X E Gr,,. 
Proof. For every ,f : N + N, we have a commutative diagram 
Applying F to (2) and restricting over 0 E IIP, we obtain HF(X)~ o GF f = GFf c H’ (X),y. 
The invertibility of HF(X) follows from the invertibility of cp. 0 
3. Write ?K(GF) for the group of all natural equivalences of GF. 
Proposition. X +-+ H F (X) is a group homomorphism H’ : GL, -+ ZVC (G”). 
Proof. For another Y = ji$ E GI;, , we have H(Y o X)N = Fo($ o cp. id,v) = Fo(($. id,\!) (- 
(uj. id,)) = HF(Y), o HF(X),. 0 
Thus, for any manifold N we have an action GL, x G”N + GFN. The regularity of f’ 
implies that this is a smooth map. For example, in the case F = J’ we obtain the canonical 
action CN of GI;, on TG N given by the jet composition on the right. 
Conversely, let G be a bundle functor on Mf and H : Gg, -+ W(G) be a group homomor 
phism that is smooth in the above sense. Then every GN is a Gk-space and we can construct 
the associated bundle P’M[GN, HN], where P’M is the rth order frame bundle of M 151. For 
ev’ery map f : N + N, Gf : GN + GN is a GL-map, because every H(X) is a natural 
transformation, X E Gk. For every local diffeomorphism g : M + M we have the induced 
map P’g[Gf] : P’M[GN, HN] --f P’M[GN, Hh’]. 
Definition. We define a functor (G, H) on Mf, x Mf by (G. H)(M, N) = P’M[GN. HAT]. 
(G, H)(g. f) = P’glGfl. 
(G. H) is a bundle functor. Beside the bundle projection a : (G, H)(M, M) --, M we have 
anotherprojectionb : (G, H)(M, N) + N, which is induced by the invariant bundle projection 
GN + N. 
Example. For the constant homomorphism E : GI;, + NE(G), we have the identity action, so 
that (G, E)(M, N) = M x GN and (G, E)(g, f) = g x Gf : M x GN -+ M x GN. This 
will be called the trivial extension of G : Mf + FM to Mf,, x Mf. 
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4. Proposition. For every bundle functor F on Mf, x Mf of order r in thejrstfactor, we have 
F = (GF, HF), 
Proof. For X E jicp E P’M, ~(0) = x we define the “frame” map 2, : G F N -+ F, (M, N) 
by X,v (a) = Fo(q, idv)(a), a E GF N. Then functoriality and equivariancy correspond each 
other. 0 
Example. By Section 3, we have J’ = (T’, C). The formula J’(M, N) = P’M[TAN, C,] 
can be easily verified by using the composition of jets. 
5. Consider another pair G : Mf + FM and H : Gk + M(G) and a natural transformation 
t : G -+ G that is GL-invariant, i.e., H(X)N o tN = TV o H(X), for every X E GLZ and every -- 
manifold N. Then we have an induced natural transformation ? : (G, H) -+ (G, H), 
M,N = idpsM[tN] : P’M[GN, HN] + P’M[GN, HN]. 
Conversely, let F and F be two bundle functors on Mf, x Mf of order r in the first factor 
and t : F -+ F be a natural transformation. Analogously to [5, Lemma 14.111, one deduces 
that each map TM,N : F(M, N) + F(M, N) is over idMxN. Then we have an induced natural 
transformation t : G F -+ G F, t&I = ~~~~~~~ IFo( m.Nj. 
Proposition. For every X E Gil, and every manifold N 
Proof. Write X = jhcp. If we apply t to (rp, idN), we obtain a commutative diagram 
F(rp,idN) 
F(BV, N) F F(Rm> N) 
Qm.N 1 1 w fl N 
F(llF, N) F(yr,idr) F(R”“, N). 
The restriction of all maps over 0 E Iw” proves our claim. 0 
6. We say that a bundle functor F on Mf, x Mf preserves products in the second factor, if 
F(M, N x Q) = F(M, N) XM F(M, Q). For example, J’ preserves products in the second 
factor. 
Let G be a product preserving bundle functor on Mf. By the theory of Weil bundles, G is of 
the form G = TA, where A is a Weil algebra. The group of all natural equivalences of TA is the 
Lie group Aut(A) of all algebra automorphisms of A. Then our results can be summarized as 
follows. 
Proposition. (G, H) preserves products in. the second factor if and only if G = T A is a Weil 
bundle and H : CL +Aut(A) is a homomorphism of Lie groups. 
In this case, we have 
(G, H)(g, f x h) = (G, H)(g, f) xg (G, H)(g, h) (3) 
for every local diffeomorphism g : M + M and every maps f : N + m and h : Q + Q. 
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II. Bundle functors on FM, 
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7. A typical fibered manifold is denoted by p : Y --+ M and f : M + M is the base map of 
an FM-morphism .f’ : Y + r. Unless otherwise specified, M x N means the product fibered 
manifold M x N + M. We have an injection i : Mf, x Mf --+ FM,,, , (M, N) w M x N. 
(g. ,f) ++ g x ,f' : M x N -+ M x N for every local diffeomorphism g : M + h' and every 
map ,f’ : N + iv. 
Consider a bundle functor F : FM, + FM. Then F o i : Mf,, x Mf -+ FM. We assume 
that F o i has order r in the first factor, which is always true if F is an rth order bundle functor. _~~ 
i.e., j:,f‘ = j(1.f‘ implies F,f = F,f, y E Y for every two FM,,,-morphisms f. .f’ : Y - Y. 
Then we simplify the notation to GF = GF”‘, HF =: HpC’. Thus, we have by definition 
(G",H')(M,N)= F(M x N), (G", HF)(gJ) = F(g x .f') (4) 
Example. The rth jet prolongation of fibered manifolds is a bundle functor on FM,,, [ 5 1. To 
distinguish it from J” : Mf,,, x Mf + FM, we shall denote it by J[ in this paper. On the 
other hand, we can define another bundle functor .I; on FM,,, by Ji Y = UISM J:(M, Y, ) 
and Ji,f = U .r_,,, J:(f, .fl), where Y, is the fiber of Y over x E M and f, : Y., -+ Y /,, , 
is the restricted map between the fibers. (We remark that this functor appears, e.g., in the 
theory of higher order differentiation [4].) In both cases, the restriction to Mf,,, x Mf is J’., 
Ji 0; = J’ = JJ oi. 
We also have& injection j : FM,, + Mf,, x Mf, Y H (M. Y), ,f H (f'. f). (Of course. 
,i IS no inverse Iof i.) 
8. Let pt denote one-element set and ptM : M -+ pt the unique map. Every manifold M is 
identified with the fibered manifold M x pt and the projection p : Y + M of a fibered manifold 
induces an FM-morphism (p, ptr) : Y -+ M x pt over idM. 
Write Sy : Y + M x Y for the FM-morphism a~(?) = (p(v). J) over id,,, and AM : 
M x pt + M x M, AM@, pt) = (x, X) for the diagonal map of M interpreted as an FM- 
morphism over idM. Then we have a commutative diagram in FM,,, 
8, 
Y - MxY 
cp.ptr 1 
1. 1 
id&, xp 
A .A, 
Mxpt - MxM. 
Applying a bundle functor F on FM,, we obtain 
F(fiy) 
FY - (G?H%M,Y) 
Fb,ptr 1 
1 I 
(G’.H’ )(id,w.p) 
F(A.u) 
F(M x pt) d (GF, HF)W.M). 
(5) 
(6) 
Analogously to [5, Proposition 38.21, one deduces: if an FM,,-morphism ,f : Y + Y is an 
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embedding, then Ff is an embedding, too. Hence 
0; := F(AM)(F(M x pt)) c (GF, HF)(M, M) (7) 
is a submanifold. Clearly, a(DL) = A4 and b(D&) = M 
Example. a) For .I;, we have D$ =: Q. = (j,‘idM; x E M} c J’(M, M). Hence (6) 
corresponds to the well-known formula 
J;Y = {X E J’(M, Y); J’(idM, p)(X) = j&idM} 
where cxX is the source of X. 
b) For J;, we find easily D$ = {j:i; x E M}, where ,? means the constant map of M into 
x E M. In this case, (6) corresponds to 
JiY = {X E J’(M, Y); J’(idM, p)(X) = j&z}. 
Lemma. For every local diffeomorphism f : A4 + M, 
(GF> ffFNf, SW;> c 0;. 
Proof. We apply F to the commutative diagram 
Mxpt Sxid,, Mxpt 
AM 1 1 AA? 
fxf 
MxM + MXM. 0 
9. Assume we have G and H as in Definition 3 and a system DM c (G, H)(M, M) of 
submanifolds that satisfy a (0~) = M, b( DM) = M and are invariant in the sense of the above 
lemma. By [5, Propositions 38.13 and 38.171, (G, H)(idM, p) is a submersion for every fibered 
manifold p : Y -+ M and 
D(G, H)(Y) = {X E (G, H)(M, Y>; (G, H)(idM, p)(X) E DM} (8) 
is a fibered manifold over Y. For every FM,-morphism f : Y + Y, the relation (ida, j?) o 
(f, f) = (f, f) o (idM, p) induces a commutative diagram 
(G,fo(f,f) 
(G, H)(M, Y> - (G, H)(M, Y) 
(G,ff)(idw.p) 1 1 (G,fNid~,i?) 
(G.W(f3f) 
(G, H)(M, W - (G, H)(M, W. 
Since DM is an invariant system, the values of the restriction of (G, H)(f, f) to D(G, H)(Y) 
lie in D(G, H)(Y). The restricted and corestricted map will be denoted by D(G, H)(f). 
Fiber product preserving bundle,furwtors III 
Definition. The bundle functor D(G, H) on FM, will be called the D-modijcation of (G, H ). 
Example. One verifies easily that the following submanifolds in J’(M, M) are invariant: 
a) DIM = DJ$ from Section 7; b) DIM = Dz from Section 7; c) DJM = [_j:$; .Y, y E M}: 
d) DIM = (X C: J’(A4. M); aX = BX), where /I is the target projection; e) DIM = the set 
of all invertible r-jets from J’(M, M); f) DIM = DIM f’ D 5M; g) D’iM is the set of all r-jets 
such that the rank of the linear map determined by the underlying l-jet is k, 0 < k < m (ll~,bt 
corresponds to the case k = m), DIM = J”(M. M). 
If o( G’, p) is another functor of such a type, the related natural transformations D(G, H) --f 
DC G. H) are characterized by the following assertion. 
Proposition. Fhr n natural traruformation T : (G, H) -+ (G, H). the mcp 
~M,Y : (G. H)(M, Y> --+ (G. H)(M, Y) 
incllrcr LI nuturul tran&rmution D(G, H)(Y) + DCG, H)(Y),~farzdoni~~ffr~,~(D,~) c D.4, 
,for cverv mamfbld M. 
Proof. This follows from the commutativity of the diagram 
TM.1 
(G. H)(M, Y) - (G. H)(M. Y) 
~C.H)(d,r.p) 
1 i- -- 
(G.H)(idzg,p) 
rhl,,v 
(G. H)(M, W - (G, W(M, W. 0 
10. By (6), the values of F(&) : FY + (G”, HF)(Y, M) lie in DF(G”, HF)(Y). Write 
(Fh)y : FY + DF(GF, HF)(Y)fo r th e corestricted map. By the naturality of our construction. 
we obtain 
Proposition. F6 : F + DF(GF, HF) is a natural transformation. 
11. We recall that a bundle functor G on Mf is said to have the point property, if G (pt) = pt [S]. 
Similarly, we shall say that a bundle functor F on FM, has the point property, if F(M x pt) = 
M xpt. 
Assume that an rth order bundle functor F on FM, has the point property. Then we construct 
a map rLi.N : J’(M, N) --+ (GF, HF)(M, N) as follows. Every map .f : M + N induces 
an FM,,,-morphism ,f : M x pt + M x N, ,7(x. pt) = (x, f(x)). Then Ff : M x pt -t 
(G”. HF)(M, N) and we set 
q&,(j:.f) = (Ff)(x, pt). (9) 
Proposition. r’ : .I’ + (G’, H “) is a natural tmnsformntion. 
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Proof. For every local diffeomorphism g : M -+ M and every map h : N -+ N , we have to 
prove commutativity of the following diagram 
J’(M, N) - 
J'(g.h) 
> J’(M, N) 
Lv 1 1 G.m (10) 
(GF, HF)(M, M) (GF’H”)k’h) ~ (GF, HF>(M, NJ. 
Consider j;f E J’(M, N). Clockwise, we have J’(g, h)(jJf) = j,‘(,,(h o f og-‘), where g-’ 
is constructed locally. Applying ~6,~ we obtain F((h o f o g-‘)“)(g(x), pt). Counterclockwise, 
we obtain the same result by using (ho f og-‘)- = (g, h) o 7 o (g, id&’ and functoriality of F. 
By Section 5, tF induces a natural transformation tF : T& -+ GF, 
t; = t&.,,JJ6(~mNj : TAN --+ GFN, (11) 
which is GL-invariant. Cl 
12. We recall Oh = {jiid,; x E M) c J’(M, M). 
Proposition. We have DC = tz M (Dh). 
Proof. Clearly, ixM = AM and (9) yields tL,M(jlidM) = F(AM>(x, pt). 0 
Conversely, every natural transformation t : J’ -+ (G, H) defines invariant submanifolds 
Da = ~M,M(DL) (12) 
satisfying u(Da) = M and b(D&) = M and so a bundle functor D’(G, H) on FM,. 
III. Fiber product preserving bundle functors on FM, 
13. Assume that an arbitrary bundle functor F on FM, preserves fiber products. Then the 
results of Part II can be used by virtue of the following assertion. 
Proposition. Every jber product preserving bundle functor F on FM, has Jinite order: 
Proof. Since the associated functor GF preserves products, it has finite order rl by the Weil 
theory. We construct a natural bundle RF : Mf, -+ FM by setting 
BF(M) = F(M x IR), BF(f) = F(f x id&. 
By [lo], see also [ 121, B F has finite order r2. We are going to deduce that the order of F is 
max(r, , r2). By locality of F, we may consider an FM,-morphism f : IRm x IR? + IR” x R” 
over f : IR” + R’“. Write fi : IR”” X IF + IF?” x R for the i th fiber component of f, 
i = 1,2,..., n. Then f is the fiber product of fi, . . . , fn over f. Since F preserves fiber 
products, it suffices to prove that F is of the order max(r, , r2) on fi : R” x Rk + R” x JR. We 
have f, = (f, PO), where q~ : RF x II@ -+ IR is a map. Write d : IIP x I@ + IbY x IF” x IRk 
for the FM,Tmorphism (x, y) + (x , x , y). Then we have 
fi = (f x id&) o (idpSm x cp) o d. 
Fiber product pre.rerving bundle finctors II3 
Applying F at 0 E R”‘, we obtain 
Fnj:‘, = B;(f) o GF@) o Fad. 
But F,,d is independent of ,f,, so that Fof, depends on j: f and the rl -jets of cp only. 0 
Remark. We remark that an arbitrary bundle functor on FM,, need not have finite order. The 
second author constructed a bundle functor on Mf of infinite order [7]. If we apply this functor 
to individual fibers of fibered manifolds, we produce a bundle functor on FM,,, of infinite order. 
14. In Section 10 we constructed a natural transformation FS : F + DF (G’.. H”). 
Theorem. [f‘F preservesjber products, then F6 is a natural equivalence. 
Proof. By locality of F, it suffices to consider a product fibered manifold M x N. On one 
hand, we have F( M x N) = (GF. HF)(M. N) by (4). On the other hand, we may write 
RI x N = M x pt x N and we have 8~~~ = AM x id,v. Then diagram (5) reads 
A&f xid,v 
MxptxN - MxMxN 
id,,, x Id,,, x 1pt ,\ 1 1 id&, *id ,f x pt,\ (13‘1 
AM x idpl 
A4 x pt F MxMxpt 
Applying F and using (3), we obtain 
FA.M x,~I,,, id 
M xM (GF. H’)(M, N) - (CF. HE‘)(M. M) X,L, (G”‘. HF)(M. NJ 
id+, xpt 
1 I 
idxr%..~,,.,,, 
FAux’d,, 
M x pt > (G’-, HF)(M. M) x pt 
where id in the top row is the identity of (G”. HF)(M, N),ptintheleftcolumnispt(G/,H/)(M.,v) 
and id in the right column is the identity of (G F, HF)(M, M). The top arrow coincides with 
cF~)~><~. Since 0; = FAM(M), the latter diagram implies DF(GF. HF)(M x N) is iso- 
morphic to (G’, HF)(M. N). 0 
In this case, we shall write F = DF(GF, HF). 
15.. Conversely, let G = T * be a product preserving bundle functor on Mf, H : Gi, --+ Aut( A ) 
he a group homomorphism and t : T,L -+ G be an equivariant natural transformation in the sense 
of‘( 11). which induces anatural transformation t : J’ 4 (G, H). Write t(G. H) = D’(G, H). 
The proof of the following assertion is straightforward. 
Proposition. The bundle,functor t (G. H) on FM,,, preserves,fiber products. 
Ofcourse, I can be identified with an equivariant algebra homomorphism f : TlF, + A. We have 
‘II:, = J,‘(JJP, 8%) = IR x J~(IlY’, Pg), and J,$(IR.“, R), is the nilpotent part of Drn. We remark 
that a simple result in analysis reads that for every function ,f : IR” -+ IR, f(0) = 0, with non- 
Let-o differential at 0 there exists locally such a coordinate system on IP, in which .f coincides 
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with the first coordinate function x ‘. This implies that the orbit of $x1 in .JJ(JRY, R)o with 
respect to the action of GI;, is dense. Hence t : II; + A is uniquely determined by the image 
of $x ’ in A. This gives another point of view to Proposition 12. 
We shall say that a Weil algebra is of order Y, if the Weil functor T* is of order r. Then we 
can summarize by 
Corollary. The fiber product preserving bundle functors of order r on FM, are of the form 
t (T* , H), where A is a Weil algebra of order r, H : Gh + Aut(A) is a group homomorphism 
and t : Dnl;, + A is an equivariant algebra homomorphism. 
Example. For both functors J; and 1; from Example 7, we have A = 9; and H is the identity 
of Aut Dk = Gk. In the first case t is the identity of Ll)k, in the second one t is the zero 
homomorphism (x, n) t-+ (x, 0), x E R, n E .I~@!?, IL&. 
16. Consider another rth order bundle functor t(T*, H) on FM,. By Section 5 and the Weil 
theory, we obtain 
Proposition. The natural transformations t (T *, H) -+ t(T’, H) are in bijection with such 
algebra homomorphisms p : A -+ A that are equivariant, i.e., p(H(X)(a)) = H(X)(p(a)) 
for all X E Gil, and all a E A, and satisfy t = p o t. 
17. In general, if we have a bundle functor D(G, H) on FM, from Section 9, an interesting 
question is whether the restriction of the bundle modification D(G, H) to the subcategory 
i(Mf, x Mf) c FM, is the original functor (G, H). If (G, H) = D(G, H) o i, one can say 
that D(G, H) is a bundle extension of (G, H). 
Example. From the eight systems DiM, i = 1, . . . , 8 of Example 9, this happens for i = 1 and 
i = 2 only. 
Definition. A submanifold DM c (G, H)(M, M) is said to be of diagonal type, if there exists 
a section cry : M + (G, H)(M, M) of both projections, i.e., a o go = idM, b o u,+, = id,+,, 
such that DM = a~ (M). 
Clearly, if a bundle functor F on FM, has the point property, then each 0; is of diagonal 
type. 
Proposition. If (G, H) preserves products in the second factor, then D(G, H) o i = (G, H) 
if and only if each D M is of diagonal type. 
Proof. By definition, D(G, H)(Y) is the set of all X E (G, H)(M, Y) satisfying 
(G, H)(idM, p)(X> E DM. 
For a product fibered manifold idM x pt,v : A4 x N + M x pt, the assumption on (G, H) im- 
plies 
(G, H)(idM, idil,l X ptiy) = (G, H)(idM, idM) Xid,+, (G, H)(idM, ph> : 
(G,W(M,W xM(G,H)(M,N) + (G,H)W,W xM(G,H)(M,pt). 
Thisyields D(G, H)(MxN) = DMXM(G, H)(M, N).HenceD(G, H)(MxN)isisomorphic 
to (G, H)(M, N), if and only if DM is of diagonal type. 0 
Fiber produc~t presewitzg bmdle flrrrc.tot:c I I5 
18. In conclusion, we present an application of our theorem to a simple special case of general 
character. If we apply a bundle functor F on Mf to individual fibers of fibered manifolds, we 
obtain its vertical modification V F, which is a bundle functor on FM. (The simpliest example 
i\ the vertical tangent functor V = VT.) In the case of a bundle functor (G. H) on Mf,,, x Mf. 
\\e can define its vertical modification V(G, H) by 
V(G. H)(Y) = u(G. H),(M, Y,). V(G. H)(f) = U(G. H),c.f. f,,. 
\E‘v/ IF‘44 
I’or example, if E’ = I’-, then VJ’ = J; from Example 7. Clearly, for H = E we have 
\ (G. I:) = VG. (We remark that one can also introduce the extended vertical modification 
i (G. I-J) by 
?(G.H)(Y) = U(G.H)(M.Y,), ~(G,H)(,f‘) = U(G.H)(f'.,j',).) 
rsM \EM 
It' G has the point property, we define a subset uM c (G. H)(M. M) as follows. Consider 
i : pt + M, i,(pt) = X, x E M. Then (G, H)(id M,ji) : M x pt -+ (G. H)(M. M) and we 
4ct 
U,V = {(G, H)(idM. i,)(x. pt): x E M} c (G. H)(M. M). 
By regularity of G, u ,v is a submanifold. Clearly, u,~ is an invariant system, which defines a 
bundle functor v(G. H) on FM,,,. 
Proposition. (f’G pr-~servesproduct.~, then u(G, H) = V(G, H). 
Proof. Since G preserves products, VG preserves fiber products. According to our theorem. 
\‘G is of the form t(TA, H), T A - G. By locality, it suffices to consider a product bundle 
.1! x N. We have T”( M x N) = TAM x TAN and our claim is reduced to a well known fact 
III the Weil theory. D 
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